Dear Fellow Employer:
	


I had the pleasure of working with Chris Clark for nearly three years, and I am writing to give

you first hand knowledge of his talents as an artist. I have personally conducted hundreds of game artist
interviews and I can tell you with complete assurance that Chris Clark is both a phenomenal artist and a
valuable asset to a team.
	


Chris worked on a number of different projects for our company ranging from original character

design to laying out of geographical world architecture that he created. In every project that we put him
on, he personally raised the bar of the art in that project. Not once in the time I worked with Chris was
there ever an artistic challenge that he could not handle. On the contrary, I believe he mastered every art
project that was ever assigned to him. The quality of his work even compared to other world class artists
was not once lacking.
	


As an artist, Chris has the rare skill of both imagination and technique. While Chris would be

able to mimic any style or art we ever needed, it was a waste to not also include his creativity when
creating new art from the ground up. Chris has a great handle on design requirements as well as
limitations. Eventually Chris was in charge of the final art for our most profitable game, Miscrits:
Sunfall Kingdom. In addition to being our green light on final art, he was also put in charge of
concepting all of our new characters on his own and showed great ability to match new creativity with
existing themes.
In addition to his skillsets as an artist, Chris Clark also brings a passion for art and gaming. His own
desire for overall product to be great, in addition to the art, was a great benefit. Chris was always
thinking about the bigger picture and often times provided valuable feedback on projects that were both
solicited and unsolicited. I can say with confidence that anyone looking for the highest quality artist and
team-member would be lucky to hire Chris Clark. Please feel free to reach out to me for further
questions.

Professionally,
Jason R Moore
President
Broken Bulb Studios
623-256-4638
7975 N Hayden Rd Ste. D354
Scottsdale, AZ 85258

